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INTRODUCTION

HAVEN
Well-established solo artists soprano Lindsay Kesselman,
clarinetist Kimberly Cole Luevano, and pianist Midori Koga
joined as HAVEN in 2011 around performances of Abbie Betinis’
hauntingly beautiful song cycle Nattsanger. The group released
its first album, Bright Angel, on Fleur de Son, Ltd. in 2013 to
critical acclaim: “…amazingly performed works…performances are
exquisite as it their ensemble chemistry.” (Sequenza 21) The trio
subsequently released Atonement in 2015 and TWINGE in 2019.
Now in its 10th season as a trio, HAVEN is a 2021 recipient of both
a Barlow Endowment for Music Composition award with composer
David Biedenbender, and also a 2021 Chamber Music America
Classical Commissioning Grant with composer Ivette Herryman
Rodriguez. This season, HAVEN will premiere a new piece,
Hardwired for Optimism by Roshanne Etezady and also new
arrangements of David Biedenbender’s Shell and Wing and Amy
Beth Kirsten’s to my own heart in several performances across the
United States.
In 2016-17 HAVEN premiered and toured Jon Magnussen’s
TWINGE, made possible by a 2015 Chamber Music America
Classical Commissioning Grant. This work is based on Pulitzer
Prize winer Barry Bearak’s “The Day the Sea Came,” the Nov. 27,
2005 New York Times Magazine cover story which tells the story
of six who survived the 2004 tsunami which devastated much of
Indonesia. HAVEN also received a 2015 Ontario Arts Council grant
to partner with composer Kieren MacMillan and poet Dana Gioia
for the premiere of Three Portraits, which premiered in Toronto.
HAVEN has ongoing relationships with such composers as Kieren
MacMillan, Evan Chambers, Abbie Betinis, Lee Kesselman,
and Roshanne Etezady and loves to give new works a long life
beyond their premiere. The group regularly tours across North
America, and believes in the exploration of multi-dimensional
performances in which the audience is fully embraced and invited
into the heart of the experience.
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with composer Ivette
Herryman Rodriguez.

Whether it is within a living room, an art gallery, or a concert hall,
HAVEN seeks to invite audiences to engage with the intimate and
powerful world of contemporary music-making so that all might
emerge transformed, open to new possibilities and connected to
one another through poetry and sound. More information can be
found at www.haventrio.com
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INTRODUCTION

Roshanne
Etezady
Roshanne Etezady’s music has been described in Fanfare
magazine as “fresh, effusive, and immediately likeable,”
and she has been hailed by the Detroit Free Press as “a
promising and confident composer.” Her music ranges
from clever and colorful to sublimely subdued; it combines
lyricism with rhythmic intensity and engages performers
and audiences alike.
Etezady’s works have been commissioned by the Detroit
Symphony, the United States Military Band at West Point, the
Albany Symphony, Dartmouth Symphony, eighth blackbird,
Music at the Anthology, and the PRISM Saxophone Quartet.
She has been a fellow at the Aspen Music Festival, the Norfolk
Chamber Music Festival and at the Atlantic Center for the Arts.
Performers and ensembles including the American Composers’
Orchestra, Rêlache, Amadinda Percussion Ensemble, Ensemble
De Ereprijs, and the Dogs of Desire have performed Etezady’s
music throughout the United States and Europe. Roshanne
Etezady’s music has earned recognition from the American
Academy of Arts and Letters, the Korean Society of 21st Century
Music, the Jacob K. Javits Foundation, Meet the Composer,
and ASCAP. Her music has been recorded on labels including
Naxos, innova, Summit, and Cedille.

Roshanne Etezady’s
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confident composer.”

An active teacher, Etezady has taught at the University of
Arizona, Interlochen Arts Camp, Yale University, Saint Mary’s
College, and the Crane School of Music at SUNY Potsdam. She
has given masterclasses at California State University-Long
Beach, Holy Cross College, the Juilliard School, and the Norfolk
Chamber Music Festival.
Etezady holds academic degrees from Northwestern University,
Yale University, and the University of Michigan, and her
teachers included William Bolcom, Martin Bresnick, Michael
Daugherty, and Ned Rorem. She currently resides in Ann
Arbor, Michigan, where she is on the composition faculty at
the University of Michigan.
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Carolyn
Pettit-Pinet
Carolyn Pettit- Pinet was born in South Wales, U.K. and
grew up in Oxfordshire, England. She received her Ph.D. in
Spanish Literature from King’s College, London University in
1973. She taught in the Department of Modern Languages
at Montana State University, Bozeman, from 1981 – 2011,
and has lived in Bozeman, Montana for 40 years.
Her work has appeared in numerous magazines and
journals across the US, as well as in several anthologies:
Poems Across the Big Sky, New Poets of the American
West, and The Paterson Review.
She is a winner of an Allen Ginsberg Prize for Poetry (2013)
for “Ellie and the Thousand Cranes” and a Pushcart Prize
nominee. “Six Women Laughing” was published in her 2014
collection Tangos, Tamaracks, and the Other Woman.
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INTRODUCTION

DavID
Biedenbender
My sons, Izaak and Declan, have profoundly changed and
shaped the way I see the world. I initially set out to write a
collection of vignettes about them, about childhood—a way
to capture the beautiful, tender, and often silly and hilarious
moments of their lives, but, my plans suddenly shifted after
yet another all too common incidence of violence against
children. In response to this violence, I felt compelled to
respond in some way—to respond to my fear of sending my
sons out into this violent world. Shell and Wing emerged as a
collaboration and a response to these parental impulses with
my friend and fellow father, poet Robert Fanning. Robert’s
response to our conversation—a poem in two stanzas—gave
voice to the ambiguity, the conflict I feel as a parent—this
profound longing to protect my children coupled with the
knowledge that I must also let them go.
The first poem is in a parent’s voice—my voice—and the second
poem is in a child’s voice—that of my sons. Musically, the first
movement is a sort of fragmented lullaby interwoven with a
distorted memory of Robert Schumann’s Träumerei (Dreaming/
Reverie) from Kinderszenen (Scenes from Childhood).
Schumann’s harmonies are pulled and stretched until they
resemble only a distant echo of the original. The second
movement begins with solo piano, distant and aching that
transforms into a quiet, dream-like duet for the soprano and
vibraphone. The child’s song grows and builds, underpinned by
a chaconne—a repeated chord progression—and eventually
becomes the same song heard in the first movement, the
parent’s song. - David Biedenbender (Shell and Wing)
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Kieren
Macmillan
Kieren enjoys an active musical career on both sides of
the score.
As a composer and arranger, Kieren is regularly commissioned
by artists and organizations around the world. His catalogue
includes musicals, chamber operas, film and theatre scores,
pieces for solo instruments and ensembles, vocal and choral
works, spoken word compositions, and concert-length
multidisciplinary works. Many of these have received feature
performances at international music conventions and festivals,
as well as broadcasts on national, regional, and internet radio.
Numerous recordings are currently available on compact disc
or for digital download.
Kieren received his B.Mus. at the University of British Columbia,
and his M.Mus. from the Shepherd School of Music at Rice
University, where he studied with Paul Cooper and Samuel
Jones. He now lives in Toronto with his wife Lada Darewych,
and their two children Marianna and Theodore.

Three Portraits is a song cycle weaving together text
settings and instrumental interludes into a narrative of
nostalgia, emotional recollection, and a journey towards
comfort. Each of the three songs (“Speech From A Novella”,
“Photograph of My Mother As A Young Girl”, and “The Country
Wife”) is a setting of a poem by Dana Gioia.

Kieren received
his B.Mus. at the
University of British
Columbia, and his
M.Mus. from the
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of Music at Rice
University, where
he studied with
Paul Cooper and
Samuel Jones.

- Kieren MacMillan
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INTRODUCTION

Amy Beth
Kirsten
Recognized with artist fellowships from the John S.
Guggenheim Foundation and the Rockefeller Foundation,
Amy Beth Kirsten’s musical and conceptual language is
characterized by an abiding interest in exploring theatrical
elements of creation, performance, and presentation. Her body
of work fuses music, language, voice, and theatre and often
considers musicians’ instruments, bodies, and voices as equal
vehicles of expression.
Ms. Kirsten has composed evening length, fully-staged
composed theatre works as well as traditional concert works for
her own ensemble HOWL, the Chicago Symphony Orchestra,
the New World Symphony, Peak Performances, the multiGrammy-winning eighth blackbird, and American Composers
Orchestra, among many others.
Ms. Kirsten teaches privately and at the HighSCORE summer
festival in Pavia, Italy. She joined the Composition Faculty of
the Longy School of Music of Bard College in the Fall of 2017.

To My Own Heart
you deserve a lover who looks at you like maybe you are a
bourbon biscuit... a lover who makes you feel safe, who can
consume this world whole if he walks hand in hand with you;
someone who believes that his embraces are a perfect match
for your skin... you deserve a lover who wants you disheveled,
with everything and all the reasons that wake you up in haste
and the demons that won’t let you sleep.

“...one of America’s
most innovative
and visionary
composers.”
- BBC Music Magazine
March 2019

- Estefanía Mitre
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OUR PROGRAM & Poetry

1

Three Portraits
- Speech From A Novella
- Photograph of My Mother
As A Young Girl
- The Country Wife

2

To My Own Heart
Premiere for this instrumentation

3

Hardwired for optimism
World Premiere

- In Montsouris Park
- Rite/Right of Spring
- Hardwired for optimism
- Six Women Laughing
4

SHELL AND WING

Premiere for this instrumentation

- SHELL
- WING

OUR PROGRAM & POETRY

Three Portraits
by Kieren MacMillan | Poetry by Dana Gioia

Speech From A Novella
Every night I wake and find myself
Alone in this strange bedroom. Always puzzled,
I walk into the hallway, blinking at the lights
And somehow know I’m on the highest floor
Of an enormous mansion full of people.
Then leaning on the bannister I hear
The noise of a party down below,
And sad, slow music drifting up the stairwell
Like one last waltz that an exhausted band
Will play to satisfy an audience
That won’t go home. Curious, I descend
The elegantly curving staircase, finding
Each floor darker and more crowded, people
Everywhere: on the landing, in the corridors,
Some staring, others arguing, most so drunk
They don’t even notice that I’m there.
Then someone calls, “Mary, come down, come down,
And dance with us!” I try to answer him,
But it’s so dark and crowded I can’t see
The bottom yet, and I keep walking down
Until the music, laughter, cheap perfume,
The shouting people, all the smoke from cigarettes
Makes me so dizzy I could faint, and still
He calls me, “Mary, come down, come down,”
And as I reach for him, the voices pause,
The music stops, and there is nothing there
But one voice laughing in another room.

Photograph of My Mother As A Young Girl
She wasn’t looking
when they took this picture:
sitting on the grass
in her bare feet
wearing a cotton dress,
she stares off to the side
watching something on the lawn
the camera didn’t catch.
What was it?
A ladybug? A flower?
Judging from her expression,
possibly nothing at all,
or else
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the lawn was like a mirror,
and she sat watching herself,
wondering who she was
and how she came to be there
sitting in this backyard,
wearing a cheap, white dress,
imagining that tomorrow
would be like all her yesterdays,
while her parents chatted
and watched, as I do,
years later,
too distantly to interfere.
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The Country Wife
She makes her way through the dark trees
Down to the lake to be alone.
Following their voices on the breeze,
She makes her way. Through the dark trees
The distant stars are all she sees.
They cannot light the way she’s gone.
She makes her way through the dark trees
Down to the lake to be alone.
The night reflected on the lake,
The fire of stars changed into water.
She cannot see the winds that break
The night reflected on the lake
But knows they motion for her sake.
These are the choices they have brought her:
The night reflected on the lake,
The fire of stars changed into water.

To My Own Heart

Premiere for this
instrumentation

you deserve a lover who looks at you like maybe you are a
bourbon biscuit... a lover who makes you feel safe, who can
consume this world whole if he walks hand in hand with you;
someone who believes that his embraces are a perfect match
for your skin... you deserve a lover who wants you disheveled,
with everything and all the reasons that wake you up in haste
and the demons that won’t let you sleep.
- Estefanía Mitre
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Hardwired for optimism

World Premiere

In Montsouris Park
He is what he is,
The old man hunched
On the bench.
They say the French
Touch more,
But here
Only shadows
Grope for each
Other, slip,
While people
Avoid people
Rather well.
But he
Tips back his head,
Places a crumb
Between his lips
And, quick as thought,
A pigeon alights,
Takes it from them
In its beak,
Brushes
The flesh of
Loneliness with
Something like a kiss.

Rite/Right of Spring
Late April. The fourth storm hits.
It snows silently, wetly, persistently.
We touch each other where it matters.
I eat a large breakfast, egg, mushrooms,
Toast, play Stravinsky. What is right
Is here. I think of the shocked French
Concert-goers at the premier walking
Out of the hall in droves.
Stravinsky’s wild locomotive
Drives on. Here too
Spring drives urgently and
Right on
Under the shrouded earth.
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Hardwired for Optimism
(Always Look on the Bright Side of Life, Eric Idle,
Monty Python’s Life of Brian.)
Frontal cortex,
Hippocampus,
Amygdala.
The tune that sings
In my brain
Also sang in yoursA congruence of tidesI don’t know why.
Today I frolicked
with a black dog,
and a white dog
in icy shards and snow.
Tomorrow I’ll die.
Amygdala,
Hippocampus,
Frontal cortex.
Sing that song again—
The brain’s mad
And hopeful refrain,

Six Women Laughing
Backdrop: spirit mountains,
Rustling trees, sounds and scents
Of late spring. Evening sun
Squanders deepest crimson.
To this we drink and to our lives
Come together fleetingly and full.
Birds flash at the feeder, call
Of an Eurasian dove, an enormous
Bee bumps into the glass.
She launches into story
And we with her.
It’s like catching the perfect
Wave in unison:
The swell, the timing,
The exquisite crescendo,
The ride down.
A riot of laughter,
Crash of water and foam,
All six of us swimming
Floating, playing
In a gorgeous, heaving ocean.
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SHELL AND WING
by Robert Fanning

Premiere for this
instrumentation

SHELL
I hold you, breath beneath my skin, a nest of flesh. No world can break
you here. Shadows feather the shell. If you fly, you’ll never go far. I dream
my body border and sky, my heart an aviary. In my sleep, you wake. I hold
you. Breathe a nest beneath my skin, flesh no world can break. Now, the
season’s errant and astray; coiled rage hisses to strike. Hate leaks into vine
and branch, river and vein. So, song in me, rise. May death take no air I
hold. You, my breath beneath. My skin a nest of flesh. No world can break
you. Here, shadow. Feather, never go. I’m a shell if you fly. Fly far.

WING
You dream you hold me in your nest of breath. Before they lifted me from
mingled blood, I rose, a song within your feathered sleep for centuries.
Your veined branches mapped my lidded eyes. A tree you dream you hold.
In your nest of breaths before me. They lifted me from you to veil the sky.
I flew through your death in learning to fly. No world bears us. Though we
slip our nets of wing and flesh, may love keep you, this dream you hold in
your nest of breath, before they lift me from mingled blood. I wrote your
song within. My feathered sleep.
© Copyright 2018 by Robert Fanning
International copyright secured. All rights reserved.
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PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE
Fine Arts Chamber Players
Saturday, March 5, 2022 | 3:00pm
Latino Cultural Center
www.fineartschamberplayers.org

Chamber Music
International Benefit
Sunday, March 6, 2022 | 5:00pm
The Chapel of the Cross - Dallas, TX
www.chambermusicinternational.org

CONNECT WITH US
www.haventrio.com
haventrio

